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thoughts from a cat

1. thoughts from a cat

Daniel Ladinsky

Roger C. Vogel

Allegretto \( \dot{=} 196 \)

Voice

Allegretto \( \dot{=} 196 \)

Flute

Harmonica

why can i sit so still for so long

and look content?
2. without question

Con moto \( \frac{j}{\cdot} = 106 \)

Voice

Con moto \( \frac{j}{\cdot} = 106 \)

Flute

Harmonica

5

\[ f \]

\text{great things sometimes are done in this world without}

8

\[ f \]

\text{question or hesitation,}

9
3. have a heart

Andante $\dot{=} 86$

Voice

Flute

Harmonica

all creatures say,  i have a heart

all
4. like them

not wanting to make humans feel bad.
not wanting to make
5. the art of digging holes

Allegretto \( \frac{\text{ allegretto }}{\text{ allegretto }} \) \( \frac{\text{ allegretto }}{\text{ allegretto }} \) \( \frac{\text{ allegretto }}{\text{ allegretto }} \)

*Voice*

\( \text{ life can be like digging holes in your back-yard } \)

*Flute*

\( \text{ life can be like digging holes in your back-yard sometimes it doesn't make much sense } \)

*Harmonica*

\( \text{ life can be like digging holes in your back-yard sometimes it doesn't make much sense } \)
6. one regret

Andante $\frac{3}{4} = 66$

Voice

Flute

Harmonica

one regret that i am determined not to have is

that i did not kiss you enough
7. love is

Allegretto  \( \cdot \) = 120

Voice

Allegretto  \( \cdot \) = 120

Flute

Harmonica

love is,

love is______ respecting the beings who

cannot speak.